TEAM BIOS
2021
Indy Autonomous Challenge Teams

**Abhiyaan**
Indian Institute of Technology Madras (IITM)
Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India
[IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper](#)
[Abhiyaan Official Website](#)

**AI Racing Tech (ART)**
University of Hawai‘i (UH)
Kahului, Maui, Hawai‘i, USA
[IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper](#)
[ART Official Website](#)

**Ariel Team**
Ariel University
Ari‘el, Israel
[IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper](#)
[Ariel Team Official Website](#)

**Autonomous Racing Graz (ARG)**
Graz University of Technology
Graz, Styria, Austria
[IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper](#)
[ARG Official Website](#)
Autonomous Tiger Racing (ATR)
Auburn University
Auburn, Alabama, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
ATR Official Website

Berkeley Model Predictive Control (MPC) Lab
University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley)
Berkeley, California, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
Berkeley MPC Lab Official Website

Black & Gold Autonomous Racing
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana, USA
United States Military Academy at West Point
West Point, New York, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
Black & Gold Autonomous Racing Official Website

Cavalier Autonomous Racing (CAR)
University of Virginia (UVA)
Charlottesville, Virginia, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
CAR Official Website
Crimson Autonomous Racing (CAR)
University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
CAR Official Website

Eagle Autonomous
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU)
Daytona Beach, Florida, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
Eagle Autonomous Official Website

EuroRacing
University of Modena & Reggio Emilia (UNIMORE)
Modena, Emilia-Romagna, Italy
University of Pisa (UNIPI)
Pisa, Tuscany, Italy
ETH Zürich
Zürich, Switzerland
Polish Academy of Sciences (PAN)
Warsaw, Mazowieckie, Poland
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
EuroRacing Official Website
Gator Double Dragon
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida, USA
Kookmin University
Seongbuk-gu, Seoul, South Korea
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
Gator Double Dragon Official Website

Go Heels Racing
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC)
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
Go Heels Racing Official Website

IndyCar Poly
California Polytechnic State University (Cal Poly)
San Luis Obispo, California, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
IndyCar Poly Official Website

IUPUI – IITKGP – USB
Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI)
Indianapolis, Indiana, USA
Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur (IITKGP)
Kharagpur, West Bengal, India
Universidad de San Buenaventura (USB)
Bogota, Cundinamarca, Colombia
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
IUPUI – IITKGP – USB Official Website
KAIST
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST)
Daedeok Innopolis, Daejeon, South Korea
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
KAIST Official Website

MIT Driverless
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
MIT Driverless Official Website

NA-SARATHY
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Amritapuri Campus
Amritapuri, Kerala, India
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
NA-SARATHY Official Website

Panther AV RAS-ing
Swanson School of Engineering at the University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
Panther AV RAS-ing Official Website
Pegasus
Colorado State University (CSU)
Fort Collins, Colorado, USA
Western Michigan University (WMU)
Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
CSU Official Website
WMU Official Website

PoliMOVE
Politecnico di Milano (POLIMI)
Milan, Lombardy, Italy
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
PoliMOVE Official Website

Reveille Racing
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
Reveille Racing Official Website

RIT Autonomous Racing (RAR)
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT)
Rochester, New York, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
RAR Official Website
Spartan Autonomous
Michigan State University (MSU)
East Lansing, Michigan, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
Spartan Autonomous Official Website

TUM Autonomous Motorsport
Technische Universität München (TUM)
Munich, Bavaria, Germany
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
TUM Autonomous Motorsport Official Website

Waterloo Autonomous Racing (WATORACE)
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
WATORACE Official Website
Wisconsin Autonomous (WA)
University of Wisconsin-Madison (UW)
Madison, Wisconsin, USA
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
WA Official Website

WUT Driverless
Warsaw University of Technology (WUT)
Warsaw, Masovia, Poland
IAC Team Webpage and Whitepaper
WUT Driverless Official Website
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